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JANUARY

A New Alaskan Historical Romance
from a Bestselling Writing Duo
y Each Tracie Peterson and Kimberley Woodhouse novel
is a fixture on the bestseller list
y A vibrant story of the need to forgive and the difficulty
of forgetting
y Brings the intriguing world of the Gold Rush in Nome,
Alaska, to life

M

adysen Powell has always been a forgiving person, but when her
supposedly dead father shows up in Nome, Alaska, her gift for
forgiveness is tested. With the recent loss of her mother, she searches for
answers, leaning on Granny Beaufort, a neighbor in town, who listens with
a kind heart. Still, Madysen is restless and dreams of performing her music
around the world. The arrival of a traveling show could prove just the
chance she needs, and the manager promises more than she ever dreamed.
Daniel Beaufort arrives in Nome, searching for his own answers after
the gold rush leaves him with only empty pockets. Still angry about the
death of his loved ones, he longs to start fresh but doesn’t have high hopes
until he ends up helping at the Powell dairy making cheese. Drawn to the
beautiful redhead with big dreams, will deceptions from the past tear apart
any hope for the future?

Endless Mercy

The Treasures of Nome #2 of 3

Tracie Peterson and Kimberley Woodhouse

9 780764 232503 9 780764 232510
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 5
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-3250-3
5½ x 8½
364 pages
Case Quantity: 32

hardcover
$24.99
978-0-7642-3251-0
5½ x 8½
364 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Tracie Peterson is the
award-winning author of over
100 novels, both historical
and contemporary. Her avid
research resonates in her
many bestselling series.
Tracie and her family make
their home in Montana. Visit
www.traciepeterson.com
to learn more.

© Lissa Barber Photography

Kimberley Woodhouse is a
multipublished author and a
popular speaker and teacher
who has shared the theme of
joy through trials with hundreds
of thousands of people across
the country. Kim is a pastor’s
wife and is passionate about
music and Bible study. She lives
and writes in Montana. Visit
www.kimberleywoodhouse.com
for more information.

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Treasures of Nome
1 Forever Hidden
978-0-7642-3248-0
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JANUARY

Action-Packed Historical Romance Series
Comes to an Exciting Close
y “I highly recommend Misty Beller to anyone looking for
historical adventure and romance.”—Tracie Peterson,
bestselling author
y Beller is a USA Today bestselling author with an avid,
loyal fanbase
y “Misty Beller is a new author well worth watching out
for.”—Lauraine Snelling, author of The Red River of the
North series

N

ate Long has always watched over his identical twin brother, Aaron,
even when it put him on the wrong side of the law. When Aaron is
wounded in a shootout, the brothers are taken to Settler’s Fort to recover.
As Nate works to make reparations for their past, he marvels at the
nursing Aaron receives under the care of a woman with all the reason in
the world to resent him.
Laura Hannon knows what it is to start over, and she knows Nate’s newfound faith is real. What she can’t look past is how far he allowed himself
to be led astray by his brother’s weaknesses.
As a fledgling trust grows between Nate and Laura, they stumble upon a
mysterious cave in the mountains that may not be as uninhabited as it seems.
As they work together for a common cause, will the new lives they seek for
themselves include love, or is there too much that stands between them?

Faith’s Mountain Home
Hearts

of

Montana #3 of 3

Misty M. Beller

9 780764 233487
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-3348-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
USA Today bestselling author
Misty M. Beller writes
romantic mountain stories
set on the 1800s frontier and
woven with the truth of God’s
love. Her Southern roots run
deep, and she lives in South
Carolina with her husband
and children. Learn more and
see Misty’s other books at
www.mistymbeller.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Hearts of Montana
1 Hope’s Highest Mountain
978-0-7642-3346-3
2 Love’s Mountain Quest
978-0-7642-3347-0

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JANUARY

A Sweeping Civil War–Era Novel
of History and Romance
y “The inspirational themes of faith, hope, courage,
and the power of love lend depth and satisfaction.”
—Interviews and Reviews on The Number of Love
y White has earned numerous starred reviews
for her novels
y Amid the unforgettable Victorian mansions of
Savannah two star-crossed lovers strive to find
new vision for their lives

C

ordelia Owens can weave a hopeful dream around anything and is well
used to winning the hearts of everyone in Savannah with her whimsy.
Even when she receives word that her sweetheart has been lost during a
raid on a Yankee vessel, she clings to hope and comes up with many a romantic tale of his eventual homecoming to reassure his mother and sister.
But Phineas Dunn finds nothing redemptive in the first horrors of war.
Struggling for months to make it home alive, he returns to Savannah
injured and cynical, and all too sure that he is not the hero Cordelia seems
determined to make him. Matters of black and white don’t seem so simple
anymore to Phin, and despite her best efforts, Delia’s smiles can’t erase
all the complications in his life. And when Fort Pulaski falls and the future
wavers, they both must decide where the dreams of a new America will
take them, and if they will go together.

Dreams of Savannah
Roseanna M. White

9 780764 237478
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-3747-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
FICTION / Historical / Civil War Era
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Roseanna M. White pens
her novels beneath her Betsy
Ross flag, with her Jane Austen
action figure watching over
her. When not writing fiction,
she’s homeschooling her two
children, editing and designing,
and pretending her house will
clean itself. Roseanna is the
author of numerous novels,
ranging from biblical fiction to American-set
romances to Edwardian British series. Roseanna
lives with her family in West Virginia. Learn more
at www.roseannamwhite.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Codebreakers
1 The Number of Love
978-0-7642-3181-0
2 On Wings of Devotion
978-0-7642-3182-7
3 A Portrait of Loyalty
978-0-7642-3183-4

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JANUARY

A New Historical Romance Series Set
in the Rocky Mountain Foothills
y “Hedlund has a knack for creating unlikely yet alluring
matches.”—Booklist starred review of The Runaway Bride
y Her historical romances have won both the Carol Award
and the Christy Award
y Hedlund’s first cowboy historical romance series will
follow the McQuaid family as they try to establish a
ranch in 1862 Colorado

G

reta Nilsson’s trip west to save her ailing little sister, Astrid, could not
have gone more wrong. First, bandits hold up her stagecoach, stealing
all her money. Then, upon arriving in Fairplay, Colorado, she learns the man
she was betrothed to as a mail-order bride has died. Homeless, penniless,
and jobless, Greta and her sister are worse off than when they started.
Wyatt McQuaid is struggling to get his new ranch up and running and is
in town to purchase cattle when the mayor proposes the most unlikely of
bargains. He’ll invest in a herd of cattle for Wyatt’s ranch if Wyatt agrees
to help the town become more respectable by marrying and starting a
family. And the mayor, who has promised to try to help Greta, has just the
candidate in mind for Wyatt to marry.

A Cowboy for Keeps
Colorado Cowboys #1 of 5

Jody Hedlund

9 780764 236396
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-3639-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jody Hedlund is the bestselling author of over 20 historicals
for both adults and teens and is
the winner of numerous awards
including the Christy, Carol, and
Christian Book Award. She lives
in central Michigan with her
husband, five busy teens, and
five spoiled cats. Visit her at
www.jodyhedlund.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Bride Ships
1 A Reluctant Bride
978-0-7642-3295-4
2 The Runaway Bride
978-0-7642-3296-1
3 A Bride of Convenience
978-0-7642-3297-8

© Sarah Davis Photography

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

FEBRUARY

Dramatic Series Conclusion from an
Award-Winning Historical Romance Favorite
y “Camden launches her Hope and Glory series with this
enthralling tale.”—Publishers Weekly on The Spice King
y Camden’s romance between members of rival families
in America’s capital city showcases excellent historical
detail and political drama
y “Librarian and Christy Award–winner Camden presents
another fabulous love story wrapped around compelling historical events.”—Booklist on The Spice King

L

uke Delacroix has the reputation of a charming man-about-town in
Gilded Age Washington, DC. In reality, he is secretly carrying out an ambitious agenda in Congress. His current mission is to thwart the reelection
of Congressman Clyde Magruder, his only real enemy in the world.
But trouble begins when Luke meets Marianne Magruder, the congressman’s only daughter, whose job as a government photographer gives her
unprecedented access to sites throughout the city. Luke is captivated by
Marianne’s quick wit and alluring charm, leading them both into a dangerous gamble to reconcile their feelings for each other with Luke’s driving
passion for vital reforms in Congress.
Can their newfound love survive a political firestorm, or will three generations of family rivalry drive them apart forever?

The Prince of Spies
Hope and Glory #3 of 3

Elizabeth Camden

9 780764 232138
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 16
$15.99
978-0-7642-3213-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Elizabeth Camden is best
known for her historical novels
set in Gilded Age America featuring clever heroines and richly
layered story lines. Before she
was a writer, she was an academic librarian at some of the
largest and smallest libraries in
America, but her favorite is the
continually growing library in her © Ginger Murray Photography
own home. Her novels have won the RITA and Christy
Awards and have appeared on the CBA bestsellers
list. She lives in Orlando, Florida, with her husband,
who graciously tolerates her intimidating stockpile of
books. Learn more at www.elizabethcamden.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Hope and Glory
1 The Spice King
978-0-7642-3211-4
2 A Gilded Lady
978-0-7642-3212-1

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

FEBRUARY

Award-Winning Novelist Brings the 1893
Chicago World’s Fair to Life
y Green is a Christy Award–winning novelist for her
riveting historical fiction
y “With strong supporting characters and historical facts
woven throughout, Veiled in Smoke makes for a great
read.”—BookPage
y “Green engagingly weaves subtle faith elements into
the mystery and romance. Fans of Lisa Wingate will
enjoy this.”—Publishers Weekly on Veiled in Smoke

T

he one thing Sylvie Townsend wants most is what she feared she
was destined never to have—a family of her own. But taking in Polish
immigrant Rose Dabrowski to raise and love quells those fears—until
seventeen-year-old Rose goes missing at the World’s Fair, and Sylvie’s
world unravels.
Brushed off by the authorities, Sylvie turns to her boarder, Kristof
Bartok, for help. He is Rose’s violin instructor and the concertmaster for the
Columbian Exposition Orchestra, and his language skills are vital to helping
Sylvie navigate the immigrant communities where their search leads.
From the glittering architecture of the fair to the dark houses of
Chicago’s poorest neighborhoods, they’re taken on a search that points to
Rose’s long-lost family. Is Sylvie willing to let the girl go? And as Kristof
and Sylvie grow closer, can she reconcile her craving for control with her
yearning to belong?

Shadows of the White City
The Windy City Saga #2 of 3

Jocelyn Green

9 780764 233319
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 2
$15.99
978-0-7642-3331-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Religious
FICTION / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jocelyn Green inspires faith
and courage as the award-winning and bestselling author of
numerous fiction and nonfiction
books, including Veiled in
Smoke; The Mark of the King,
winner of the 2017 Christy
Award for Historical Fiction;
and The 5 Love Languages
© Double-Wide Design
Military Edition, which she
coauthored with bestselling author Dr. Gary Chapman.
Her books have received starred editorial reviews
from both Booklist and Publishers Weekly. She
graduated from Taylor University with a BA in English
and a concentration in writing. Jocelyn lives with her
husband and two children in Cedar Falls, Iowa. Visit
her at www.jocelyngreen.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Windy City Saga
1 Veiled in Smoke
978-0-7642-3330-2
Between Two Shores
978-0-7642-1908-5

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

FEBRUARY

Moving Contemporary Fiction from a
Highly Acclaimed Author
y “This is an excellent tale of how community and faith
help people through difficult times.”—Publishers Weekly
starred review of More Than We Remember
y Nelson delicately balances reality and hopefulness in
this thought-provoking story
y “[Readers] will be quickly drawn into this powerful
novel that is, in turns, both heartbreaking and uplifting.”
—Booklist starred review of More Than We Remember

A

fter years of estrangement, the lives of Zara Mahoney and her twin
sister, Eve, are suddenly and completely intertwined again. Eve’s
troubled lifestyle causes the state to take custody of her two children
and contact Zara and her husband, asking them to consider foster care.
Newlywed Zara thought she’d finally been given a fresh start and feels
wholly unprepared to care for a niece and nephew whose existence she
wasn’t even aware of.
Meanwhile, Eve may have a real chance to start over this time with the
help of Tiff Bradley, who’s dedicated to helping women everyone else has
given up on after facing a heartbreaking tragedy in her own family.
Over the course of one summer, all three women’s hearts and lives
hang in the balance as Eve desperately works toward a new life. Can they
redefine their expectations of how life should be to find the hope they—
and those they love—so desperately need?

The Way It Should Be
Christina Suzann Nelson

9 780764 235399
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 2
$15.99
978-0-7642-3539-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Contemporary
FICTION / Christian / General
FICTION / Women
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
CBA bestselling author
Christina Suzann Nelson
writes stories that focus
on changing legacies from
dysfunction to hope. Her novel
More Than We Remember
received starred reviews from
both Publishers Weekly and
Booklist, and her debut novel
© Katey Tryon
was named a Library Journal
Best Book of 2017 and a Foreword INDIES 2017
Book of the Year. Christina is a member of Oregon
Christian Writers and ACFW, where she has served
as the northwest zone director. She lives in Oregon’s
gorgeous Willamette Valley with her husband of
26 years and their children. Find her online at
www.christinasuzannnelson.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
More Than We Remember
978-0-7642-3538-2

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

PRAISE FOR
TRACIE PETERSON
“Childhood friends reconnect
during sad circumstances in the
consuming launch of Peterson’s
Willamette Brides series. . . . This is
a beautiful story of redemption.”
—Publishers Weekly on Secrets of
My Heart
“Peterson brings her Brookstone
Brides trilogy to an exciting end with
this triumphant love story.”—Publishers Weekly on What Comes My Way
“In this entertaining second entry
in the Brookstone Brides inspirational
historical romance series . . . he and
Mary develop a romantic and spiritual
bond, allowing for many of Peterson’s
trademark sweet, deeply introspective
moments of spiritual exploration.”
—Publishers Weekly on Wherever
You Go
“Mystery and suspense saturate
the pages of this historical romance.
Readers will relate to the authentic
characters as themes of faith are woven
throughout their story.”—RT Books
Reviews on In Places Hidden
“Tracie Peterson is a strong writer of
historical fiction and writes beautifully
about Christian faith and ideas.”
—Fresh Fiction

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

Bestselling Author Explores Unique
Historical Setting in New Series
y This new series takes readers
to nineteenth-century
Duluth, Minnesota, when the
booming city acted as a vital
Midwestern port and railway
connection
y With her rigorous historical
research and strong focus on
spiritual struggles, Peterson’s
books strike a compelling
chord with readers
y Peterson’s books are guaranteed CBA bestsellers, and she
maintains a large and loyal
following

I

n 1869, Gloriana Womack’s family is much smaller since smallpox killed her mother and
two of her siblings. She lives in a modest cottage in Duluth, Minnesota, with her father
and young brother, and she has dedicated her life to holding her tiny, fractured family
together—especially as her father is frequently gone on long fishing trips. Their livelihood
may come from the waters of Lake Superior, but storms on the lake can be dangerous, even
to those who know it well.
Luke Carson has come to Duluth to help shepherd the arrival of the railroad to the city’s
port, and he’s eager to be reunited with his brother, Scott, who recently moved there
with his pregnant wife. Competition for the railroad is fierce, with the neighboring city of
Superior, Wisconsin, fighting for the tracks to come through their town instead. But the real
danger lies in a resident of Duluth who is determined to have his revenge upon Luke.
When tragedy brings Gloriana and Luke together, they help each other through their
grief and soon find their lives inextricably linked. If they survive the trials ahead, could it be
possible they’ve been destined for each other all along?

Destined
for
You
L
L
#1
3
adies of the

ake

of

Tracie Peterson

9 780764 232343 9 780764 232350 9 780764 232367
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 2
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-3234-3
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32

large print
$19.99
978-0-7642-3236-7
5½ x 8½
432 pages
Case Quantity: 24

hardcover
$24.99
978-0-7642-3235-0
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: FICTION /
Christian / Romance /
Historical
FICTION / Christian /
Historical
FICTION / Romance /
Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tracie Peterson is the bestselling, award-winning author
of more than 100 novels. Tracie
also teaches writing workshops
at a variety of conferences
on subjects such as inspirational romance and historical
research. She and her family
live in Montana. Learn more at
www.traciepeterson.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Willamette Brides
1 Secrets of My Heart
978-0-7642-3225-1
2 The Way of Love
978-0-7642-3228-2
3 Forever by Your Side
978-0-7642-3231-2

© Lissa Barber Photography

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

A Winning New Historical Cowboy Series
from Mary Connealy
y “Connealy skillfully blends a wilderness setting, faithful
characters, and strangers in dire need of rescuing.”
—Publishers Weekly on Aiming for Love
y Connealy’s romantic historicals have sold more than
500,000 copies
y “Connealy infuses this story with faith, humor, and
plenty of adventure.”—Booklist on Woman of Sunlight

L

eft with little back in Missouri, Kevin Hunt takes his younger siblings on
a journey to Wyoming when he receives news that he’s inheriting part
of a ranch. The catch is that the ranch is also being given to a half brother
he never knew existed. Turns out, Kevin’s supposedly dead father led a
secret and scandalous life.
But danger seems to track Kevin along the way, and he wonders if his
half brother, Wyatt, is behind the attacks. Finally arriving at the ranch,
everyone is at each other’s throats and the only one willing to stand in
between is Winona Hawkins, a nearby schoolmarm.
Despite being a long-time friend to Wyatt, Winona can’t help but be
drawn to the earnest, kind Kevin—and that puts her in the cross hairs of
somebody’s dangerous plot. Will they all be able to put aside their differences long enough to keep anyone from getting truly hurt?

Braced for Love
Brothers in Arms #1 of 3

Mary Connealy

9 780764 237720
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 2
$15.99
978-0-7642-3772-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
304 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Western
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mary Connealy writes
“romantic comedies with
cowboys” and is celebrated for
her fun, zany, action-packed
style. She has more than half
a million books in print. She is
the author of the popular series
Brides of Hope Mountain, High Sierra Sweethearts, Kincaid Brides,
Trouble in Texas, Lassoed in Texas, © Ginger Murray Photography
Sophie’s Daughters, and many other books. Mary
lives on a ranch in eastern Nebraska with her
very own romantic cowboy hero. Learn more at
www.maryconnealy.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Brides of Hope Mountain
1 Aiming for Love
978-0-7642-3258-9
2 Woman of Sunlight
978-0-7642-3259-6
3 Her Secret Song
978-0-7642-3260-2

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

Rousing Conclusion to the Fast-Paced
Pacific Northwest Romantic Suspense Series
y Sleeman hosts the popular Suspense Zone website,
championing inspirational romantic suspense
y Her novels have career sales topping 1 million copies
y Sleeman has won the Carol Award and RT Reviewers’
Choice Award for Suspense

J

ust as Homeland Security Agent Addison Leigh reaches the pinnacle of
her cyber investigation into a firearms smuggling ring, she’s attacked
and left for dead. Her estranged husband, ICE Agent Mack Jordan, is notified that she’s at the hospital in a coma. He may have let his past military
trauma ruin their short marriage, but she never gave up on their relationship, and he remains her next of kin.
Mack rushes to her bedside, where he promises to hunt down the man
who attacked her. Mack failed her once when he bailed on their marriage, and he’s not about to let her down again. But when she wakes up
in the hospital, she remembers neither the attack nor ever being married
to Mack. And when a second attempt to take her life is made, it’s clear
something very sinister is going on, and Mack and Addison are in for the
ride of their lives.

Hours to Kill

Homeland Heroes #3 of 3

Susan Sleeman

9 780764 233975
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 16
$15.99
978-0-7642-3397-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Susan Sleeman is the
bestselling author of more than
30 romantic suspense novels
with more than 1 million books
sold. She has won several
awards including the ACFW
Carol Award for Suspense for
Fatal Mistake and the Romantic
Times Reviewers’ Choice Award
for Thread of Suspicion. In
addition to writing, Susan also hosts
www.thesuspensezone.com. She has lived
in nine states but now calls Portland, Oregon,
home. To learn more about Susan, visit her
website at www.susansleeman.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Homeland Heroes
1 Seconds to Live
978-0-7642-3395-1
2 Minutes to Die
978-0-7642-3396-8

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

The Bachelorette Meets High Society in this
Delightful Historical Romance
y When the daughter of a sugar titan must secure the
hand of a husband, all of society’s most eligible bachelors step forward—but who will Willow Dupré select?
y Perfect for fans of Jen Turano, Rachel Hauck,
and Daisy Goodwin
y “A rousing debut solo novel.”—Publishers Weekly
on The White City

W

illow Dupré never thought she would have to marry, but with her
father’s unexpected retirement from running the prosperous Dupré
sugar refinery, plans changed. The shareholders are unwilling to allow a
female to take over the company without a man at her side, so her parents
devise a plan—find Willow a spokesman king in order for her to become
queen of the empire.
Willow is presented with twenty-five potential suitors from the families
of New York society’s elite group called the Four Hundred. She has six
months to court the group and is expected to eliminate men each month to
narrow her beaus until she chooses one to marry, ending the competition
with a wedding. Willow reluctantly agrees, knowing she must do what
is best for the business. She doesn’t expect to find anything other than
a proxy . . . until she meets Cullen Dempsey, and she must discover for
herself if his motives are pure.

My Dear Miss Dupré
American Royalty #1 of 3

Grace Hitchcock

9 780764 237973
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 2
$15.99
978-0-7642-3797-3

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Grace Hitchcock is the author
of multiple historical novels and
novellas. She holds a master’s in
creative writing and a bachelor
of arts in English with a minor
in history. Grace lives in Baton
Rouge with her husband, Dakota,
and son. Connect with her online
at www.gracehitchcock.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
364 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / Gilded Age
Rights: Worldwide
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

Immersive, Evocative Historical Fiction
from an Up-and-Coming Author
y “In this exceptional novel, Duffy tells a powerful story
about personal transformation and legacy.”—Booklist
starred review for A Mosaic of Wings
y With its lyrical writing, exquisite detail, and depth of
storytelling, this book will appeal to fans of Jocelyn
Green and Laura Frantz
y The author is well-connected in the Christian fiction
world and will be able to generate buzz

C

alcutta, 1886. Ottilie Russell is adrift between two cultures, British
and Indian, belonging to both and neither. In order to support her
little brother, Thaddeus, and her grandmother, she relies upon her skills
in beetle-wing embroidery that have been passed down to her through
generations of Indian women.
When a stranger appears with the news that Thaddeus is now Baron
Sunderson and must travel to England to take his place as a nobleman,
Ottilie is shattered by the secrets that come to light. Despite her growing
friendship with Everett Scott, friend to Ottilie’s English grandmother and
aunt, she refuses to give up her brother. Then tragedy strikes, and she
is forced to make a decision that will take Thaddeus far from death and
herself far from home.
But betrayal and loss lurk in England, too, and soon Ottilie must fight to
ensure Thaddeus doesn’t forget who he is, as well as find a way to stitch a
place for herself in this foreign land.

A Tapestry of Light
Kimberly Duffy

9 780764 235641
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 16
$15.99
978-0-7642-3564-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kimberly Duffy is a Long
Island native currently living
in southwest Ohio, via six
months in India. When she’s
not homeschooling her four
kids, she writes historical
fiction that takes her readers
back in time and across oceans.
She loves trips that require a
© Laura Hicks Photography
passport, recipe books, and
practicing kissing scenes with her husband of
twenty years. He doesn’t mind. You can find her
at www.kimberlyduffy.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
A Mosaic of Wings
978-0-7642-3563-4

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

APRIL

Award-Winning Author’s Fresh Take on
Contemporary Romance with Heart
y “Deese’s involving novel is full of genuine feeling and
compelling challenges.”—Booklist starred review of
Before I Called You Mine
y Deese’s heartfelt novels will appeal to readers of Denise
Hunter and Becky Wade
y “Nicole Deese will crack your heart wide open with
this funny, tender, and brilliant story.”—Kara Isaac, RITA
Award–winning author on Before I Called You Mine

M

olly McKenzie’s bright personality and on-trend fashion and beauty
advice have earned her an impressive social media following, as
well as a big paycheck each month. When her manager-turned-boyfriend
says she has an audition to appear as a host on a makeover show that
nominates underprivileged youth, her dream of further fame seems to be
coming true. There’s just one catch: she has little experience interacting
with people in need.
When her manager-boyfriend convinces her to partner with a local
organization, she begins volunteering with a summer youth program. The
program’s director, Silas Whittaker, challenges her at every turn, but she
swiftly grows more attached to the kids—and him—every day.
As Molly experiences an acceptance unlike anything she’s known,
she wrestles with the lies she’s been believing about herself for years.
She thought she knew what mattered most in life, but maybe she’s had
it wrong this whole time, and there’s more to being truly seen than what
she’s built her entire life on.

All That Really Matters
Nicole Deese

9 780764 234965
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: April 6
$15.99
978-0-7642-3496-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Christian / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / Clean & Wholesome
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nicole Deese’s nine humorous, heartfelt, and hope-filled
novels include the 2017 Carol
Award–winning A Season to
Love. Her 2018 release, A
New Shade of Summer, was a
finalist in the RITA, Carol, and
INSPY Awards. When she’s not
working on her next contempo© Rayla Kay Photography
rary romance, she can usually
be found reading one by a window overlooking the
inspiring beauty of the Pacific Northwest. She lives in
small-town Idaho with her happily-ever-after hubby,
two rambunctious sons, and a princess daughter
with the heart of a warrior. Find her online at
www.nicoledeese.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Before I Called You Mine
978-0-7642-3495-8

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

APRIL

Chilling New Series from a
Suspense Author on the Rise
y “Mehl’s rip-roaring inspirational hits the mark.”
—Publishers Weekly on Fire Storm
y Following up the success of her previous FBI series,
Mehl’s latest introduces a rookie FBI behavioral analyst
and takes readers inside the agency’s headquarters
y “Mehl has created a brilliant plot line with tons
of potential for future developments.”—Fresh Fiction on
Mind Games

N

ow that Alexandra “Alex” Donavan is finally free of her troubled
upbringing, she’s able to live out her childhood dream of working for
the FBI. But soon after she becomes a member of the FBI’s elite Behavioral
Analysis Unit, authorities in Kansas and Missouri contact them about
bodies found on freight trains traveling across the country—all killed in the
same way.
Alex never expected to be forced to confront her past in this new job,
but she immediately recognizes the graffiti messages the killer is leaving
on the train cars. When the BAU sends her to gather information about
the messages from her aunt in Wichita, Kansas, Alex is haunted by the
struggles she thought she’d left behind forever.
In a race against time to solve the case while battling her own weaknesses, Alex must face how far she’ll go—and what she’s willing to risk—
to put a stop to the Train Killer.

Night Fall

The Quantico Files #1 of 3

Nancy Mehl

9 780764 237638
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 30
$15.99
978-0-7642-3763-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity:
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Thrillers / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nancy Mehl is the author
of more than 35 books and
a Christy Award and Carol
Award finalist as well as the
winner of an ACFW Book of
the Year award. Her short story
“Chasing Shadows” was in
the USA Today bestselling
Summer of Suspense anthology.
Nancy writes from her home in © Ginger Murray Photography
Missouri, where she lives with her husband,
Norman, and their puggle, Watson. To learn more,
visit www.nancymehl.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Kaely Quinn Profiler
1 Mind Games
978-0-7642-3184-1
2 Fire Storm
978-0-7642-3185-8
3 Dead End
978-0-7642-3186-5

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

APRIL

PRAISE FOR
LAURAINE SNELLING
“Snelling examines many aspects
of family life . . . as she captures the
fine details of life on a farm as well
as the plight of the immigrant.”
—Booklist starred review for The
Promise of Dawn
“In this first book of a new series,
readers have the opportunity to
embark on an immersive voyage from
Norway to an American homestead
via Snelling’s signature style. . . . Fans
will enjoy subtle tie-ins to the author’s
previous works, while every reader
will appreciate the patience and
endurance of the Carlson family. The
Promise of Dawn entices readers to
settle in for another entertaining saga
from this beloved author.”
—RT Book Reviews
“The hard choices between family
and career are extreme for a woman
in the early twentieth century, and
Snelling skillfully shows the effect on
all involved. Readers who enjoy the
books of such authors as Lynn Austin,
Janette Oke, and Tamera Alexander will
be moved by this emotion-filled story.”
—Booklist on A Heart for Home
“Snelling writes with her trademark
richness, and her upright characters, intriguing stories, and vivid settings create
a blissfully immersive reading experience. Norwegian language and other vernacular elements are seamlessly woven
into the narrative, providing deep cultural
authenticity. This symphony of immigrant
farm-town life in the upper Midwest is so
masterfully directed by Snelling, readers
will be eager for the next novel about the
good people of Blessing.”—Booklist on To
Everything a Season
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

APRIL

A Triumphant New Series from a
Much-Loved Storyteller
y Snelling’s name frequently
adorns bestseller lists
y Author’s books have sold more
than 5 million copies
y Story features the Western
migration in post–Civil War
America

L

arkspur Nielsen is ready for a change. Her parents have passed on, and her older brother
is successfully running the family business. She bristles at the small-mindedness that
permeates life in her small Ohio community, and she sees little chance of a satisfying future
there. She has a little money saved, and after turning the tables on a crooked gambler who
had fleeced several locals, including her younger brother, she can stake a new start for
herself and her three sisters.
As the gambler’s threats of revenge echo in her ears, she and her sisters head to
Independence, Missouri, to join a wagon train bound for Oregon. Knowing that four women
traveling together will draw unwanted attention, Larkspur dons a disguise, passing herself off
as “Clark” Nielsen, accompanying his three sisters. But maintaining the ruse is more difficult
than Larkspur imagined, as is protecting her headstrong, starry-eyed sisters from difficult
circumstances and eligible young men. Will reaching their goal prove too much for them?

The
Seeds
of
Change
L
’ G
#1
4
eah s

arden
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Lauraine Snelling

9 780764 235696 9 780764 235702 9 780764 235719
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 30
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-3569-6
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$24.99
978-0-7642-3570-2
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 20
large print

$19.99
978-0-7642-3571-9
5½ x 8½
448 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: FICTION /
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Historical /
General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lauraine Snelling is the
award-winning author of more
than 70 books, fiction and
nonfiction, for adults and young
adults. Her books have sold
more than 5 million copies.
Besides writing books and
articles, she teaches at writers’
conferences across the country.
© Ginger Murray Photography
She and her husband make
their home in Tehachapi, California. Learn more at
www.laurainesnelling.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
A Blessing to Cherish
978-0-7642-3289-3

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

APRIL

Hunter’s Award-Winning Regency
Romances Always Delight
y “RITA Award–winning Hunter concludes her Regencyset Haven Manor series on a high note with a sweetly
romantic tale.”—Booklist on A Pursuit of Home
y A talented heroine and a guarded hero come together
in the Regency horse-racing world
y “Hunter nicely blends historical romance and mystery
in this satisfying tale.”—Publishers Weekly on A Pursuit
of Home

A

aron Whitworth hasn’t had control over most aspects of his life,
but he’s always taken pride in being an honorable businessman and
better-than-average horseman. When both of those claims are threatened,
he makes the desperate decision to hire the horse trainer of a traveling
circus as a temporary jockey for his racehorses.
Sophia Fitzroy knows that most horsemen don’t take her seriously
because she’s a woman, but she can’t pass up the opportunity to get away
from the tumultuous world of travel and performing. As she fights for the
right to do the work she was hired for, she learns the fight for Aaron’s
guarded heart might be an even more worthwhile challenge.
As secrets come to light and past vulnerabilities are confronted, will
Aaron and Sophia sacrifice their former dreams and forge a new one
together—against all odds?

Winning the Gentleman
Hearts

on the

Heath

Kristi Ann Hunter

9 780764 235269
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: April 20
$15.99
978-0-7642-3526-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / Regency
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kristi Ann Hunter is the
author of the Hawthorne House
and Haven Manor series and a
RITA Award winner and Christy
Award finalist. Kristi graduated
from Georgia Tech with a
degree in computer science
but always knew she wanted
to write. She lives with her
husband and three children in
Georgia. Find her online at www.kristiannhunter.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Hearts on the Heath
Vying for the Viscount
978-0-7642-3525-2
Haven Manor
1 A Defense of Honor
978-0-7642-3075-2
2 A Return of Devotion
978-0-7642-3076-9
3 A Pursuit of Home
978-0-7642-3077-6

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

APRIL

A New Amish Contemporary Romance
Series from a Bestselling Author
y “Gould writes in a way that feels true to life.”
—RT Book Reviews
y Gould is a #1 bestselling Amish author who uses
dual-time stories to weave together history, drama,
romance, and faith
y Offers a moving story of fighting for the powerless in
the face of opposition

W

hen wild child Sophie Deiner—the daughter of an Amish bishop—
is forced to return to Nappanee, Indiana, quilt-shop owner Jane
Berger is one of only a few who welcome her back. It’s the last place she
wants to be, but Sophie’s recent illness requires that she recover for a while.
As Sophie heals, she befriends a group of migrant workers and is appalled to learn of the wretched living conditions they’re forced to endure.
Sophie begins advocating on their behalf, but soon finds herself opposed
by an ex-boyfriend who is the farm foreman.
Jane begins relating the story of an Amish couple who rescued survivors
of the Great Chicago Fire of 1871, many of whom were Irish immigrants.
And Sophie is more convinced than ever that she needs to fight for the
powerless. But when digging deeper makes conditions even worse, has
she chosen a fight she can’t win?

A Patchwork Past
Plain Patterns #2 of 3

Leslie Gould

9 780764 235238
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 30
$15.99
978-0-7642-3523-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Christian / Contemporary
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Leslie Gould is the coauthor,
with Mindy Starns Clark, of the
#1 bestselling The Amish Midwife and The Amish Nanny. She
is also the author of numerous
novels including two Lancaster
Amish series. She holds an
MFA in creative writing from
Portland State University and
has taught fiction writing at
Multnomah University as an adjunct professor. She
resides with her husband and four children in Oregon.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Plain Patterns
1 Piecing It All Together
978-0-7642-3522-1

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

